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Temperature is a ubiquitous force influencing biological processes ranging from cellular
responses to life span. The thermal environment for many organisms is predicted to change
with globally increasing temperatures and studies conducted in natural systems incorporating
various evolutionary forces, such as gene flow, is needed. In my thesis, I investigate how
snails (Radix balthica) originating from distinct geothermal environments within Lake Mývatn
in northern Iceland have adapted, both genetically and phenotypically, to the respective
thermal regime. Locations were classified as either cold, warm or seasonal depending on the
average and variance in temperature. A high resolution spatial distribution of genetic variation
within Mývatn was obtained using both neutral and outlier AFLPs. In addition, the genetic
profile enabled me identify warm origin snails irrespective of geographic location in Iceland.
Warm environments were often more stressful than cold or seasonal environments but snails
originating from a high temperature location benefited from increased performance elsewhere.
Patterns of growth were identical in both common garden and reciprocal transplant experiment;
warm origin snails grew faster than both cold and seasonal origin snails. This result is in
concordance with quantitative genetics models of thermal adaptation but suggesting cogradient
rather than countergradient variation. Although warm origin snails generally had superior
performance, survival at cold temperatures (< 12 °C) was reduced. All snails matured at similar
size in the common garden experiment but cold origin snails were observed to mature later and
lay fewer eggs. Also, snails had a common optimum for growth rate at 20 °C irrespective of
thermal origin. This is arguably the reason why snails were observed to have a common thermal
preference. Interestingly, warm origin snails had a reduced tolerance to high temperatures
compared to cold and seasonal origin snails which did not differ in tolerance. Putatively, natural
selection has reduced a putatively unnecessary trait (high temperature tolerance in a stable
thermal environment) in favour of higher growth rate and performance in warm habitats. In
conclusion, the price of high performance in a warm environment was paid in terms of reduced
survival at low temperatures and a potential disadvantage of reduced genetic variability.
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Introduction

A fundamental aspect of evolutionary biology is to understand and predict
how organisms cope with changes in the environment. Genetically determined differences in performance between individuals are the material that
evolution works with through the process of natural selection. Temperature
affects most things in living systems from molecular reactions to life history
variables including life span (Kingsolver and Huey 2008; Angilletta 2009).
As temperature is such a ubiquitous force it has enticed research for a long
time and it has been studied over a multitude of biological scales. The field
of thermal adaptation of ectotherms, organisms in which internal sources of
heat are relatively small compared to external sources, has increased in importance in recent times due to global climate change. The challenge lies in
finding broadly applicable patterns of thermal adaptation in midst of the
immense variation that exists at all levels from individuals to species.

Concepts of thermal adaptation
One of the central tenets in studies of evolutionary adaptation is that over
time and with low genetic exchange, populations inhabiting different environments will adapt to local conditions (Endler 1986; Kawecki and Ebert
2004; Hereford 2009; Blanquart et al. 2013; Fig. 1A). However, local adaptation is not inevitable as it may be obstructed by gene flow from surrounding populations or, especially in small populations, confounded by genetic
drift (Slatkin 1987; Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Lenormand 2002; Bridle
and Vines 2007). Populations that are not specialized to particular conditions, often modeled as having a wider performance breadth but with lower
maximum performance across an environmental variable, are considered
generalists (Fig. 1B). In nature, thermal generalists are more common than
specialists (Angilletta 2009; Conover et al. 2009). Traditionally, environments with a large variation in temperature are expected to select for thermal
generalists while organisms inhabiting a more constant temperature environments will evolve towards becoming thermal specialists (Janzen 1967;
Gilchrist 1995). However, thermal generalists often have both wide thermal
breadth and high maximum performance, a so called ‘Jack-of-all-temperatures-is-a-master-of-all’ (Huey and Hertz 1984; Palaima and Spitze 2004;
Angilletta 2009). However, this is not a concept adopted exclusively for
9

Figure 1. When comparing populations from different thermal environments one of
four reaction norm patterns could appear. Solid and dashed lines represent cold and
warm origin organisms, respectively. A) a shift in Topt (local adaptation), B) shift in
thermal breadth (generalist – specialist), C) warm origin organisms performs at a
higher level than cold origin organisms (cogradient variation) or D) cold origin organisms perform at higher level than warm origin organisms (countergradient variation). Adopted from Angilletta (2009) with permission of Oxford University Press.

thermal generalists as warm adapted genotypes have also been noted to have
similar characteristics (Knies et al. 2009).
In ‘optimality’ models of thermal adaptation (Lynch and Gabriel 1987;
Gilchrist 1995), performance at one temperature is maximized at the expense
of performance elsewhere (Fig. 1A). However, general predictions produced
from these models have not received wide support from empirical data
(reviewed in Angilletta 2009). Instead, most evidence supports quantitative
genetic models where genetic and environmentally induced variation affects
phenotypes. These models divide thermal generalists into two groups, where
the interaction between environment and genotype influence the phenotype
in an additive or subtractive manner (Conover and Schultz 1995; Conover et
al. 2009). The former causes a shift in performance in which warm origin
organisms have higher performance than cold origin organisms (cogradient
variation; Fig. 1C), while in the latter the performance pattern is reversed
(countergradient variation; Fig. 1D). With countergradient variation (hereaf10

ter CnGV), genetic variation is largely hidden by environmental variation
under natural conditions and revealed under common garden conditions
where cold origin organisms outperform warm origin organisms (e.g. Merilä
et al. 2000; Yamahira and Conover 2002; reviewed in Conover et al. 2009).
While CnGV is often reported in connection to metabolic traits, cogradient
variation (hereafter CoGV) is more common in morphological traits
(Conover et al. 2009). However, reports of CoGV and growth rate do exist
(e.g. Mitchell and Lampert 2000; Arendt and Reznick 2005; Barton et al.
2014).
When performance is plotted across a range of temperatures it constitutes
a ‘thermal reaction norm’ or ‘thermal performance curve’ (Angilletta 2009;
Fig. 2). Such a curve is characterized by a left-skewed distribution limited by
the critical temperature minimum (CTmin) and maximum (CTmax) denoting
the thermal breadth. A maximal performance is achieved at a specific temperature (Topt) along the reaction norm. However, Topt can vary substantially
between traits of an individual (Huey and Stevenson 1979; Martin and Huey
2008; Angilletta 2009). Hence, the preferred temperature (Tp) is often assumed to reflect an overall performance optimum (Angilletta 2009), but it is
likely to vary with time as different traits are prioritized.
A common assumption in models of thermal adaptation (e.g. optimality
models; Lynch and Gabriel 1987; Gilchrist 1995) is that there is a close association between Tp and Topt (Angilletta 2009). However, Tp is predicted to
lie at a lower temperature than the actual optimum for two reasons: i) organisms that have difficulties maintaining a stable body temperature should

Topt
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CTmin

Thermal
breadth

CTmax

Temperature

Figure 2. A thermal reaction norm with the typical left-skewed distribution. The
thermal breadth is limited by the critical minimum (CTmin) and maximum temperatures (CTmax) and the temperature at which performance is optimized (Topt). The
preferred temperature (Tp) is usually lower than the Topt. Adopted from Angilletta
(2009), originally in Huey & Stevenson (1979) with permission from Oxford University Press.
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buffer against high temperatures as those cause a greater reduction in performance than temperatures below the optimum (Martin and Huey 2008),
and ii) when warm adapted organisms outperform cold adapted ones, the
preferred temperature should lie below the optimum in order to enhance
performance at higher temperatures without reducing performance at lower
temperatures (Angilletta 2009; Asbury and Angilletta 2010). The difference
between Tp and Topt is expected to increase with environmental temperature
variation and degree of thermal specialization (Martin and Huey 2008) as
well as with temperature variation within rather than between generations
(Asbury and Angilletta 2010).

Temperature and ectotherm ecology
Although they do not rely on internal sources of heat, ectotherms have a
wide range of behavioral, physiological and morphological adaptations in
order to regulate (maintain) body temperature (reviewed in Angilletta 2009).
Ectotherms are highly influenced by the thermal environment. However, as
water has a high ability to conduct heat, body temperature in small (< 100 g)
aquatic ectotherms can be assumed to equal environmental temperature
(Reynolds and Casterlin 1979). Such ectotherms are especially sensitive to
environmental temperature, and their possibilities for, as an example, behavioral thermoregulation are often limited.
Temperature and ectotherm life-history have an intricate relationship and
three, more or less general rules, are known. These rules are summarized in
the haiku by Kingsolver and Huey (2008):
Bigger is better
And hotter makes you smaller
Hotter is better

According to Kingsolver and Huey (2008) 80% of ectotherms obey the first
two rules (‘Bigger is better’ and ‘Hotter makes you smaller’) meaning that
larger individuals have higher fitness and that higher rearing temperature
causes a maturation at smaller size. ‘Hotter makes you smaller’ has a counterpart in the temperature-size rule stating that in nature, organisms from a
cold environment will mature at a larger size than those from a warm environment. A difference in thermal sensitivities for growth and development is
one mechanism which would generate this pattern (Kingsolver and Huey
2008). ‘Hotter is better’ implies that warm adapted genotypes with a high
Topt also have a higher performance than cold adapted organisms with a lower Topt (Bennett 1987; Kingsolver and Huey 2008; Angilletta 2009). The
reason for this is based on a thermodynamic argument (Savage et al. 2004),
where biochemical reactions occurs at a faster rate at high temperatures
12

(Hochachka and Somero 2002). Although it may appear illogical at first
glance, the solution to the haiku above is to realize that the rules work on
separate levels: phenotypic variation, phenotypic plasticity and evolved variation of thermal reaction norms (further described in Kingsolver and Huey
2008).
The intimate connection between ectotherm fitness and size is evident in
‘Bigger is better’ and demonstrated in my study organism: the freshwater
gastropod Radix balthica (Linnaeus 1758), where size is a better predictor of
maturity than age and adult size is positively related to fecundity and offspring size (Dillon 2010). Clearly, size matters and it is both directly and
indirectly dependent on temperature as warm environments often have higher amount of soluble salts, nutrients etc. which in turn provide a greater food
source allowing for faster growth (Dillon 2010).

Project and aims
Many studies on thermal adaptation are done in wide geographical gradients
(e.g. Addo-Bediako et al. 2000; Sunday et al. 2011; Nilsson-Örtman et al.
2012). However, it has been hypothesized that different thermal environments can act as barriers to gene flow (Janzen 1967; Ghalambor et al. 2006)
and there are indications that migration plays a prominent role in adjusting to
climate change (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; de Mazancourt et al. 2008).
Thus, studies conducted on a smaller scale incorporating the effects of gene
flow are important.
Iceland provides ample opportunities to study thermal adaptation on both
smaller and larger scales as geothermal sites are scattered across the island.
Temperature can differ between geothermal sites, and in this respect Lake
Mývatn is unique considering the magnitude of the temperature difference
across a few kilometers. Here, discrete temporally stable thermal environments ranging from ca. 6 °C to 24 °C are connected by habitats affected by
seasonal temperature variation (Einarsson et al. 2004).
In this thesis I studied how geothermal environments affect genetic population structure and thermal evolution of local gastropod populations. The
overall aim is to shed light on the role and strength of temperature as the
driving force behind divergent natural selection in the face of gene flow.
This thesis focuses on the processes shaping thermal adaptation on a microgeographical level using R. balthica as a study species and geothermal environments in Iceland in general and Lake Mývatn in particular as study systems.
In paper I, the aim was to establish if there is population genetic differentiation as well as evidence for natural selection and local adaptation in R.
balthica originating from the contrasting thermal environments in Lake
13

Mývatn. I used genetic outlier estimations based on AFLP data and mitochondrial DNA haplotypes.
In paper II, I used replicated thermal environments across Iceland and an
extensive sampling design within Lake Mývatn to more precisely determine
the population genetic structure in the contrasting thermal environments. I
also aimed to more thoroughly elucidate patterns of gene flow within Lake
Mývatn.
In paper III I determined the extent of thermal adaptation in life history
traits by conducting common garden and reciprocal transplant experiments
with snails originating from contrasting thermal environments in Lake
Mývatn.
In paper IV my aim was to quantify variation in preferred temperature
(overall performance optimum) and maximum temperature tolerance of
snails originating from contrasting thermal environments in Lake Mývatn.
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Methods

Lake Mývatn and its thermal environments
Lake Mývatn is located in a geothermally active area in northern Iceland
(65°60’N, 17°00’W; Fig. 3). The 37 km2 lake is divided into a southern and
northern basin, with the southern basin often subdivided into a western and
eastern part based on geology and ecology (Einarsson et al. 2004). It is fed
by nutrient rich groundwater along the eastern shore with ca. 44 and 24 % of
the intake occurring in the southeast corner and in the northern basin, respectively. The major outlet is the river Laxá situated in the western part of the
lake. Lake Mývatn and the surrounding landscape have been the focus of
much research due to the unique physical characteristics of the lake
(Einarsson et al. 2004; Ives et al. 2008; Hoekman et al. 2011; Karvonen et al.
2013; Dreyer et al. 2015).
With a relatively shallow topology (average depth is 2.5 m) and an abundant insect life (Mývatn meaning “midge lake”) makes it an ideal feeding
environment for a variety of diving ducks (Einarsson et al. 2004). Indeed,
Lake Mývatn is known for its unique mixture of European and North American duck species with up to 10 000 individuals from 13 species spending the
summer there each year (Gardarsson and Einarsson 1994; Einarsson et al.
2004).
The groundwater running in Lake Mývatn passes through differently geothermally heated bedrock creating a mosaic pattern of thermal springs with
distinct cold (6 – 7 °C) and warm (22 – 24 °C) temperatures along the eastern shore (Fig. 4). These temperatures are relatively stable over time with
only minor variation occurring throughout the year (Einarsson et al. 2004;
Fig. 4). The springs are surrounded by areas affected by seasonal temperature variation. With an average ice cover of 190 days per year (Einarsson et
al. 2004) and a 10 % chance of having a daily average air temperature above
20 °C in July (Bjornsson and Jonsson 2004), water temperatures at the seasonal sites are often lower than in ‘cold’ springs (Fig. 4).
In this thesis I took temperature measurements in two ways: point measurements at the time of the sampling and averages calculated based on the
readings from temperature loggers. Three temperature loggers were placed at
knee depth along the shore at ten sites in Lake Mývatn and left to record
temperature every two hours between mid-May and mid-September in 2011

15

Figure 3. Maps of the study sites in A) Lake Mývatn (M) and Grӕnavatn (G) and in
B) Lake Þingvallavatn (T) and the Hengill (H) stream system (inserted and not to
scale). Areas A and B are marked on the outline image of Iceland in the top left
corner. Sites marked with squares, triangles and circles represent cold, seasonal and
warm environments, respectively.

and 2012. Sites were selected to get an even coverage across the lake and to
encompass the thermal spring environments.

Southern Iceland locations
The large temperature difference occurring within a short distance makes
Lake Mývatn unique. However, given that it is situated on the North Atlantic
Ridge there are several geothermal areas in Iceland. Warm springs can be
found along the ridge that stretches in a Y-shaped formation from southwest
to northeast.
In paper II, I sampled snails also in Þingvallavatn (64°11’N, 21°09’W;
Fig. 3), the largest lake in Iceland. The North Atlantic ridge that goes right
through the lake with several cold springs running in the northern area of the
lake while the southern end of the lake is a geothermal area. However, only
cold and seasonal snails could be sampled here as warm springs are used for
geothermal power production. Temperature measurements from locations
within Þingvallavatn are based on point measurements from the time of collecting snails.
16

For paper II, I also sampled snails in Hengill (64°11’N, 21°30’W; Fig. 3), a
geothermal area southwest from Þingvallavatn. This area consists of several
streams gathering in a highland valley. In the colder streams (< 10 – 12 °C)
the fauna is dominated by chironomids (Chironomidae) and lacks any snails
while the situation is reversed in the warmer streams (O'Gorman et al. 2012).
Consequently, I could only sample snails in warm streams. Individual
streams in the Hengill area have been monitored for a long time providing
highly reliable temperature data (O'Gorman et al. 2012).
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Figure 4. Temperature readings from a cold (M4), seasonal (M16) and warm (M7)
site in 2011 and 2012 shown by solid (6 °C), dotted and solid (23 °C) lines, respectively.
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Table 1. Summary table of the study sites (arranged from south to north) divided
into the four areas Hengill, Þingvallavatn, Grӕnavatn and Mývatn. Locations
marked in bold have low temperature variation and are considered temporally stable
thermal environments. n refers to the sample size in paper II. Temperatures with
standard deviation (± s.d.) are based on long term data while the remaining temperatures are given as point measurements taken when snails were sampled. Category
refers to cold (C), seasonal (S) or warm (W) and is based on the average temperature. X/Y coordinates are given in the Icelandic coordinate system ISN93.
Area
Hengill
64°11’N
21°30’W

Site
H4
H3
H2

n
26
25
27

T (°C)
16.9
22.4
15.2

Category
W
W
W

X
387399
387338
387307

Y
396785
396898
396931

Þingvallavtn
64°11’N
21°09’W

T2
T1
T5
T4
T3

9
12
15
9
10

9.2
8.8
8
9.7
6.5

S
S
S
S
C

391318
391782
400809
399270
397445

409315
411388
417345
417489
418101

Grӕnavatn
65°54’N
17°00’W

G2
G1

11

5.5

S

592083

561327

12

13

C

592532

561572

Mývatn
65°60’N
17°00’W

M4†*
M3
M6
M5†*
M17
M20
M21
M22
M23
M16*
M15
M24*
M10†
M14*
M13
M11†
M12
M19
M9†*
M18
M7†*
M8

32
27
29
29
31
31
27
28
27
29
30
30
30
27
25
26
27
33
29
29
27
28

6.4 ± 0.8
10.3
16.3
7.1 ± 0.8
14.4
10.5 ± 4.3
9.4
9.1
10.1 ± 4.0
9.7 ± 3.0
12.5
7.5 ± 1.0
9.2 ± 3.1
9.0 ± 3.0
11
19
15.5
17.5
21.5 ± 2.1
20.1
23.3± 1.3
12.2 ± 4.0

C
S
S
C
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
C
S
S
S
W
W
W
W
W
W
S

594896
594471
593970
594494
590574
589957
588413
588950
590658
594683
595204
595263
595285
595004
595634
595990
595961
595616
595768
595742
595659
595827

564603
565102
565783
566203
564952
566328
569525
569773
569773
567752
567902
567943
568830
569952
569573
570361
570321
571632
571569
571434
572224
573297

† Locations used for paper I
* Locations used for paper III and, when excluding M5, paper IV
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Radix balthica
Several studies have described the difficulty of assigning individuals to species within the Radix genus as they are infamous for their similarity and
plastic variation in morphology (Ellis 1926; Pfenninger et al. 2006; Schniebs
et al. 2011; Vinarski and Serbina 2012). Hence, species identification based
on plastic morphological traits has led to the description of several Radix
species, but with genetic tools these have been reassessed repeatedly. According to the current opinion R. ovata, R. peregra (also Lymnea peregra)
and R. balthica all belong to the same species named Radix balthica
(Bargues et al. 2001; Schniebs et al. 2011).
R. balthica (the common pond snail) is a pulmonate snail commonly
found throughout central and northern Europe in a variety of freshwater habitats (Pfleger 2000; Pfenninger et al. 2011). The shell is subjected to considerable variation but adults have typically a shell length of 11 – 22 mm, light
to dark brown color and egg-shaped with 4 – 5 whorls that quickly increase
in size (Pfleger 2000; Fig. 5). Pulmonates have a complex and interesting
reproductive behavior including hermaphroditism, sperm storage
(< 6 months) and multiple paternity and although all pulmonates are capable
of selfing they prefer to mate as a male with another snail (Dillon 2010).
R. balthica is a direct developing passive disperser relying on water currents and birds as migratory vectors (Frisch et al. 2007; van Leeuwen et al.
2012). Passive dispersers among gastropods have been shown to be capable
of moving large distances (Martel and Chia 1991; Frisch et al. 2007) and
R. balthica is often one of the first gastropods to arrive to a new habitat
(Lakowitz et al. 2008). Potential dispersal vectors between Europe and Iceland include waterfowl (Frisch et al. 2007; Wada et al. 2011; van Leeuwen et
al. 2012) and humans via ships.

Figure 5. Radix balthica sampled from the northern most site in Lake Mývatn (M8).
Photo: Magnus Johansson
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Outliers in ALFP and mtDNA within Mývatn (I)
R. balthica from six populations (Table 1) were collected, stored in 70 %
ethanol and DNA was extracted from a piece of the mantel using Qiagen
DNeasy Blood and Tissue isolation kit following the manufacturer’s protocol. Both papers I and II utilized AFLP as a method to evaluate genetic differences between sampling locations. AFLP is relatively cheap and easily
applied method to non-model organisms for investigating differences at the
whole genome level. In short, two restriction enzymes (Tru1I and EcoRI)
were used to cut the DNA at sites across the whole genome depending on the
sequence (Vos et al. 1995). The resulting fragments were then amplified
using PCR based on the specific base pairs following the cut site and each
individual’s entire fragment length (‘fingerprint’) was then visualized and
scored using computer softwares. 10 % of the samples were replicated and
evenly distributed between sampling locations and across PCR plates.
The ‘fingerprint’ was checked by eye and the resulting data pruned of loci
showing allele frequencies ≤ 5 % and ≥ 95 % to avoid problems related to
high noise levels in downstream analyses. The remaining loci were tested in
outlier analyses to identify loci more divergent than expected under neutrality and thus potentially candidates for genes under diversifying selection. To
reduce the risk of false positives three outlier detection methods were utilized: i) a method using Bayesian statistics (Beaumont and Balding 2004)
implemented in the software BayeScan (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008), ii) a
method similar to Fdist (Beaumont and Nichols 1996) and implemented for
dominant markers in Mcheza (Antao and Beaumont 2011) and iii) a Spatial
Analysis Method (SAM) correlating environmental and genetic data without
the need for predefined populations (Joost et al. 2007).
Geography and environment have a heavy impact on population genetic
differentiation (Felsenstein 1976) and patterns of spatial distribution of genetic variation are often described in terms of ‘isolation-by-distance’ (IBD;
Wright 1943) and ‘isolation-by-environment’ (IBE; Wang and Summers
2010; reviewed in Wang and Bradburd 2014). These terms are defined as an
increase of genetic differences with geographical (IBD) or environmental
(IBE) distance. IBD and IBE were investigated by partitioning the data into a
‘neutral’ and a ‘selected’ dataset analyzed separately but with the same
methods. Genetic diversity as well as overall and pairwise FST were estimated in AFLP-SURV (Vekemans 2002) and in an AMOVA in GeneAlEx v6.4
(Peakall and Smouse 2006). The ‘neutral’ dataset was also surveyed using
two programs that assign individuals to genetic clusters based on Bayesian
statistical methods: STRUCTURE v2.3.3 (Pritchard et al. 2000; Falush et al.
2003; Falush et al. 2007; Hubisz et al. 2009) and TESS (Chen et al. 2007;
Durand et al. 2009).
In addition, genetic structure was assessed by using network analyses and
graph theory. In this method a node (sample site) is represented by the aver20

age genetic profile within that sample site and connected by edges (gene
flow) dependent on the genetic covariance between sites (Dyer and Nason
2004; Minor and Urban 2007). In essence, starting with a full model where
all nodes are connected, edges are removed if its absence does not reduce the
model’s ability to describe the among population genetic covariance structure until the minimum edge set is obtained (Dyer and Nason 2004). Network analyses were performed on both neutral and selected data sets.
To further investigate any patterns of IBD and/or IBE more in detail,
Mantel tests and Partial Mantel tests were performed as implemented in the
software PASSaGE v1 (Rosenberg and Anderson 2011) on both pairwise
genetic (i.e. FST) and graph (i.e. minimum genetic covariance) differences
against pairwise geographic (IBD) or temperature (IBE) differences.
In addition to estimating population genetic structure at nuclear DNA, mitochondrial DNA was also investigated. The presence of population structure
in a 643 basepair region of the CO1 gene was tested with a hierarchical
AMOVA done on haplotype frequencies and pairwise ΦST was calculated.
As in the AFLP analyses, SAM and graph networks were used to investigate
any correlation between temperature and mtDNA haplotypes.

Genetic structure across Iceland (II)
In paper II, R. balthica was sampled extensively, both within Mývatn and
from the other thermal environments in southwestern Iceland (Table 1).
Snails were sampled, stored and DNA extracted using the same methods as
described above. Seven of the most polymorphic marker combinations used
in paper I formed the basis of the AFLP analyses, which were conducted in
the same manner as above concerning laboratory protocols, scoring procedure and how the “neutral” and “outlier” AFLP data sets were created. Two
major datasets were created: one containing all sites (ALL) and one with
Mývatn and Grӕnavatn joined (MG; Table 1). From each of these datasets a
neutral dataset was created by removing all AFLP loci identified as outliers
by either of the programs (here BayeScan and Mcheza). Using the loci jointly identified as outliers from the MG dataset, two outlier datasets were created: oALL and oMG. These datasets were the only ones encompassing the
entire temperature gradient, i.e. containing both cold and warm thermal environments. Based on the outliers found in the MG dataset, an additional outlier dataset was created including the eight temporally stable sites from all
three systems (ST).
The different results from STRUCTURE runs on both neutral and outlier
datasets were compared. STRUCTURE settings and subsequent methods
were identical to those in paper I. Similarly, Mantel and Partial Mantel tests
were also used in order to evaluate patterns of IBD and IBE.
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Life history (III)
Juvenile R. balthica from two cold, seasonal and warm locations (Table 1)
were collected in 2011 and transported to EBC, Uppsala University, in order
to establish laboratory populations. However, during rearing one of the seasonal populations (M14) all individuals died. The snails were divided into
two plastic aquaria with 15 L water and kept in a walk-in climate chamber at
16 °C and a 16h light:8h dark rhythm. Water was changed once a week and
the snails were fed a food mixture of spinach, Spirulina pacifica and fish
flakes ad libitum.
The experiment was conducted on F3 snails – egg batches from F2 parents were collected weekly and kept separately until hatching. Two weeks
after hatching 1 – 4 snails were photographed to measure initial size and
subsequently transferred individually to a 125ml plastic cup and kept in one
of four temperature treatments: 12, 16, 20 or 24 °C. Additional photographs
were taken every two weeks to monitor growth. ImageJ (Rasband 2011) was
used to measure size defined as the average difference in shell length from
the apex to the furthest distance on the outer shell lip. Once the snail had
matured, egg batches were collected and the total number of eggs and the
number of hatchlings were recorded. Since the snails were kept individually
all estimates on reproduction was based on selfing data.
In an additional experiment, survival and growth at 6 °C were evaluated
using F2 snails reared in 12°C as initial findings indicated a too high mortality in F3 snails of warm origin reared at 16°C.
To complement the common garden experiment a reciprocal transplant experiment was conducted in May and June 2011. Snails from two cold (M4,
M5), two seasonal (M14, M16) and two warm (M7, M9) sites were collected
and kept in a common environment (15 °C, 16h:8h) for three weeks at Hólar
University College, Iceland. We used 0.5 L PET bottles with holes cut in the
sides, the bottom removed and wrapped in a fine mesh net as experimental
units. The bottles were attached in styrofoam rafts anchored to the bottom of
the lake in the collection sites. The rafts and bottles were placed at each
sampling location two weeks before the snails were introduced in the bottles
in order for periphyton to grow and provide a food source for the snails.
Rafts at one of the seasonal locations (M16) were lost in a storm and thus
only one seasonal treatment location could be included in the analyses.
Snails were individually marked with nail polish, photographed and two
snails were placed in each of the containers (i.e. bottles). Growth in shell
length was assessed after 25 days using the same methods as in the common
garden experiment.
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Thermal preference and tolerance (IV)
The common method for testing thermal preference of ectotherms in the
laboratory is to present the individuals with a thermal gradient and monitor
their movements over time (e.g. Gerald and Spezzano 2005; Díaz et al. 2006;
Diaz et al. 2011). I measured thermal preference as final preferendum
(Reynolds and Casterlin 1979), defined as the temperature at which the snail
spent most time, measured as the average temperature during the last four
hours in a thermal gradient.
I built thermal gradients by milling five 500 x 20 x 20 mm channels separated by 2 mm in an aluminum block. Each channel was filled with 125 ml
RSW and the ends of the aluminum block were placed on either a cooling or
heating plate. RSW was changed before each trial and the channels washed
with detergent to remove any trace of the snails tested previously. After refilling the channels, the blocks were left on the cooling and heating plates for
the thermal gradient to stabilize.
The experimental snails were laboratory-born F1 generation originating
from two cold, seasonal and warm sites (Table 1) and being reared at 12 °C.
The snails were placed at the acclimation temperature in each channel and
monitored for six hours. The temperature at each snail was measured three
times every 30 min and then averaged. Only data from the last four hours of
the trial were used as initial preference can be highly correlated with the
acclimation temperature (Reynolds and Casterlin 1979). After six hours the
snails were placed individually in a plastic vial with 100 ml RSW and kept at
room temperature overnight.
In gastropods, the maximum critical temperature (CTmax) is defined as the
temperature at which the snail is no longer capable of remaining attached to
the surface (Sandison 1967; White 1983). The day after having been tested
in the thermal preference experiment, snails were placed in a 125 ml Falcon
tube completely filled with RSW. The tube was placed in a heated water
bath at 20 °C. The temperature was raised 1 °C every 15 min until the snails
were observed to lose attachment. The Falcon tube was then immediately
removed and placed in room temperature. Only snails that had recovered
after 24 h were included in statistical analyses.
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Results and Discussion

Outliers in AFLP and mtDNA within Mývatn (I)
In accordance with previous studies associating environmental variables and
AFLP markers (Bonin et al. 2006; Galindo et al. 2009; Gray et al. 2014)
ca. 2 % of the AFLP loci could be considered outliers and thus putatively
under temperature-mediated selection. Variation in neutral AFLPs and uncorrelated mtDNA haplotypes was mainly due to within population variation
with significant average FST of 0.12 and of 0.09, respectively. However,
outlier AFLPs and putatively temperature correlated haplotypes had much
higher FST (0.55, p < 0.0001) and ΦST (0.65, p < 0.0001). Comparing network graphs between the different sets of markers showed contrasting patterns with AFLP loci and mtDNA haplotypes correlated with temperature
having gene flow only among similar thermal environments (Fig. 6).
While the results suggest local adaptation and genetic structuring in
R. balthica across the thermal sites, these conclusions were hampered by the
strong correlation between temperature differences and geographic distance
given the linear sampling design. Nevertheless, observed patterns in the network analyses indicated that there was very little gene flow between cold
and warm sites. In addition, the additional connecting edges within warm
habitats suggest that gene flow is more common here than within cold environments (Fig. 6).
Three mtDNA haplotypes were found to associate with temperature. Of
these three haplotypes, Hap_15 showed increased frequency with decreasing
temperature. In contrast, Hap_4 and Hap_6 were almost exclusively present
at high temperatures. Enzymatic processes are highly temperature sensitive,
and as mtDNA encodes for several subunits in respiratory enzyme complexes (Blier et al. 2001), it follows that selection can act on the mitochondrial
genome. However, since mtDNA is not only influenced by the external environment but is also co-evolving with the nuclear genome (Blier et al. 2001),
the functional significance of mtDNA variation remains unclear.
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Figure 6. Graphs of the genetic networks for AFLP (upper row) and mtDNA (lower row). The networks have been constructed with the A)
eight loci under stabilizing selection, B) 117 neutral loci, C) four loci under directional selection, D) 22 uncorrelated mtDNA haplotypes and
E) three haplotypes associated with temperature. Black (He, K), grey (G, V) and white (Hö, B) circles depict warm, intermediate and cold
thermal environments, respectively. Sites connected by lines share significant genetic covariation. Solid lines represent proportional genetic
and geographical distances, dotted lines indicates a higher genetic than geographic distance (suggesting a barrier to gene flow) and dashed
lines suggests long distance migration processes.

Genetic structure across Iceland (II)
In general, neutral population genetic structure was more affected by geographic distance (IBD) whereas population structure measured in the outlier
loci was more affected by temperature (IBE; Fig. 7A and 7B). By comparing
pairwise FST estimates between the neutral and outlier datasets a higher resolution in detecting patterns in the spatial distribution of genetic variation was
obtained. In addition, analyses suggested that genetic diversity was reduced
with increasing environmental temperature.
With K = 2 in STRUCTURE analyses in the neutral ALL dataset, the
Hengill area was clearly distinguished from all other sites (Fig. 7A). However, K = 3 had the highest likelihood and the additional cluster allowed the
separation of sites in Þingvallavatn and those in Mývatn and Grӕnavatn
(Fig. 7A). The pairwise neutral FST suggested that sites on the western shoreline of Mývatn grouped together. This was also true for the sites with a more
exposed location along the eastern shoreline.
Five loci were identified as outlier by both BayeScan and Mcheza. Genetic
variation in four of these loci was correlated with environmental temperature. STRUCTURE assigned the data on these loci to two clusters (Fig. 7B).
Instead of indicating an IBD pattern, the two groups fitted an IBE pattern
with sites in one cluster having higher temperatures (Fig. 7B). Forcing a
third cluster further increased the resolution and, again, Þingvallavatn sites
were separated from Mývatn and Grӕnavatn (Fig. 7B). Pairwise FST estimations gave further insight into the population genetic structure – all warm
spring environments grouped together as did the cold area in southeastern
corner of Mývatn. Partial Mantel tests within the MG dataset indicated that
geographic distance was not correlated with pairwise outlier FST differences
after correcting for neutral pairwise FST (Table 2). Instead, outlier FST
showed a high correlation with pairwise temperature differences (Table 2).
This pattern was even clearer when only stable thermal sites were included
in the analyses (Table 2). The low correlation between pairwise temperature
and distance, and the higher correlation between pairwise outlier FST and
temperature than with spatial distance suggest that the outlier loci were indeed associated with temperature.
Use of outlier detection in a large and replicated dataset allowed me to
identify the patterns of IBD and IBE at different scales. Reduction of genetic
diversity with increasing temperature and correlations between individual
gene frequencies and temperature further emphasize the selective pressure
by high temperature. Besides, the fact that cold sites could not be separated
from sites with seasonal temperature variation suggests that average temperature rather than temperature variation plays a major role in shaping the genetic structure.
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Table 2. Mantel’s r values from Mantel and Partial Mantel tests comparing matrices
of geographic distance (Geo), temperature (Temp) and genetic distances as pairwise
FST obtained from neutral (nFST) and outlier (oFST) AFLPs on the three groups comprised of all sites (ALL), sites within Mývatn and Grӕnavatn (MG) and sites considered to be temporally stable thermal springs (ST). Significance is estimated after
9999 permutations.
Test

Mantel

Partial Mantel

Matrices

ALL

MG

ST

Geo-nFST
Geo-oFST

0.63***
0.45***

0.41***
0.31**

0.65**
0.39*

Temp-nFST
Temp-oFST

0.23*
0.42***

0.52***
0.61***

0.20NS
0.57*

Geo-nFST (Temp)
Geo-oFST (Temp)
Geo-oFST (nFST)

0.65***
0.50***
0.18*

0.37***
0.25**
0.04NS

0.67**
0.52**
0.07NS

Temp-nFST (Geo)
Temp-oFST (Geo)
Temp-oFST (nFST)

0.30**
0.48***
0.37***

0.48***
0.59***
0.41***

0.31NS
0.65**
0.56**

NS > 0.05. * 0.05 – 0.01, ** 0.01 – 0.001, *** < 0.001

Life history (III)
Optimality models of thermal adaptation predict that organisms in temporally stable thermal environments are thermal specialists. However, despite
the large difference in temperature between thermal springs there was little
evidence for organisms being thermal specialists. However, one indication of
thermal specialization was the reduced survival of warm origin snails in the
cold environment in the common garden experiment (Fig. 8A). While cold
and seasonal origin snails had the highest survival at 6 °C, warm origin
snails survived the best in the 16 °C treatment (Fig. 8A).
Interestingly, while warm origin snails were not affected, cold and seasonal origin snails had a marked reduction in survival in the reciprocal transplant experiment in the warm environment (Fig. 9A). Survival at cold and
seasonal environments was equal irrespective of origin (Fig. 9A). However,
the snails in the reciprocal transplant experiment had an initial size corresponding to the plateau in the mortality curve observed in common garden.
Thus, initial differences in mortality in the reciprocal transplant could have
been missed because of larger starting size.
Instead of patterns corresponding to a specialist-generalist evolution, I
found that CoGV prevailed in growth and fecundity measures in both the
common garden and the reciprocal transplant experiment. This is in line with
increasing empirical evidence that optimality models are often poor at pre28

dicting patterns of thermal sensitivity (Angilletta 2009). Although most cases of CoGV are reported in morphological traits (e.g. body size and shape),
there are examples of studies of CoGV in growth rate (Mitchell and Lampert
2000; Arendt and Reznick 2005; Barton et al. 2014).
Irrespective of thermal origins, Lake Mývatn R. balthica had similar optimum temperature for growth (20 °C, Fig. 8). This is in agreement with
genetic analyses (I, II) as minor gene flow will disrupt the formation of a
local optimum at a native temperature in a heterogeneous environment (Day
2000; Angilletta 2009). Further, the fact that the optimum lay closer to the
mean temperature of a warm environment than cold or seasonal temperature
was additional evidence that the gene flow was relatively low (Day 2000;
Angilletta 2009). High gene flow from the ‘poor’ towards the ‘good’ environment would cause a shift in optimum temperature approaching the ‘poor’
environment as an adjustment to bad condition (Day 2000; Angilletta 2009).
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Warm and seasonal origin snails matured earlier, laid more eggs and had a
higher hatching success than cold origin snails. Although warm origin snails
seemed to have an advantage especially over cold origin snails, they were
limited by the reduced survival at very low temperatures as compared to
snails of other thermal origins. In addition, that age and size of maturity did
not differ between warm and seasonal origin snails suggests that time constraints in Lake Mývatn were relatively weak as a short growth seasonal
should select for a faster maturation.
Growth rate is a highly important variable in most ectotherms as roughly
80 % of all ectotherms obey the ‘Bigger is better’ rule where larger individuals have a higher fitness than smaller conspecifics (Kingsolver and Huey
2008), however, high growth rates are costly (reviewed in Dmitriew 2011).
Although snails had the same optimum for growth irrespective of thermal
origin, warm origin snails had nevertheless a higher growth rate than cold or
seasonal origin snails across all temperature treatments (i.e. CoGV). This
was true in both the common garden (Fig. 8B) as well as in the reciprocal
transplant experiment (Fig. 9B). It appears that the benefit of the high
growth rate in the warm environment outweighs the potential costs: e.g. low
survival at the low temperature. There is often a time constraint in environments with fast growth rate, but in warm environments this is a weak factor.
Instead, size-selective predation (Arendt 1997; Urban 2007) mediated by
three-spine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculaeatus), which occurs at high densities at the warm sites and readily preys on snails (Einarsson et al. 2004),
can potentially select for increased growth which is further aided by relaxed
thermodynamic constraints (‘Hotter is better’).
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Temperature preference and tolerance (IV)
When tested in a stable temperature gradient ranging from 1 to 25 °C, laboratory reared snails of different thermal origins had a common preferred temperature at ca. 17 °C (Fig. 8B). The distribution of average individual preferred temperatures was different from that of a simulated random distribution indicating that the snails had indeed chosen a temperature.
Snails in Lake Mývatn had a common Topt for growth at 20 °C irrespective of thermal origin (III). Although different traits can have different Topt,
Tp should be adjusted to an overall Topt. That snails have a common Tp is
thus in line with the assumption that growth and size are important factors
affecting many ectotherm life-history traits (Kingsolver and Huey 2008). A
Tp of ca. 17 °C agrees with theory as Tp should be lower than the observed
Topt as thermal reaction norms have a greater performance reduction at temperatures above than below Topt (Martin and Huey 2008; Angilletta et al.
2010).
Although snails did not vary in preferred temperature they showed a difference in maximum temperature tolerance (Fig. 10). Warm origin snails had
lower maximum tolerance than cold and seasonal origin snails (Fig. 10).
Lake chub (Couesius plumbeus) originating from temporally stable warm
environments have been shown to reduce CTmax compared to those from a
varying warm thermal environment (Darveau et al. 2012). Thus, the solution
to this seemingly illogical result may lie in the thermal characteristics of the
springs. The risk of experiencing temperatures close to the estimated CTmax
is limited as temperatures at the thermal springs are i) relatively stable over
time, and ii) temperature fluctuations at the warm sites only reduce the water
temperature (i.e. cooler surface water coming in during a storm). In addition,
warm environments are often associated with other stress factors, e.g. parasite prevalence (Karvonen et al. 2010; Karvonen et al. 2013). Assuming a
maintenance cost of CTmax (e.g. heat shock proteins; Sørensen et al. 2003) , it
is possible that selection has reduced CTmax in favour of a higher growth rate
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values of CT50 and CTmax are shown in the figure.
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and parasite resistance (Zakrzewska et al. 2011; Roze et al. 2013; but see
Karl et al. 2013).
The available evidence suggests that the thermal breadth is most often
regulated by changing the CTmin (reviewed in Addo-Bediako et al. 2000) and
that such adaptation can occur rapidly (Barrett et al. 2011; Leal and
Gunderson 2012). Hence, further studies focusing on the lower performance
limit in snails originating from the thermal springs of Lake Mývatn are
needed in order to fully understand how thermal environment, gene flow and
performance is linked to the evolution of thermal performance curves.
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Conclusion

To date there is no unifying theory of thermal adaptation. Nevertheless, there
are several aspects of thermal adaptation that are similar across species or
even taxa; 80 % of all ectotherms obey the ‘Bigger is better’ and ‘Hotter
makes you smaller’ rules stating that a larger size increases fitness and a
higher rearing temperature in the laboratory will cause a reduction in size at
maturation. The latter rule is complemented by the ‘Temperature-size’ rule
stating that ectotherms living in colder environments will mature at a larger
size than those in warmer areas.
Recent empirical studies and theoretical work have highlighted that the
classical optimality models of thermal adaptation, which assume a tight link
between environmental temperature and thermal optimum as well as a general trade-off between performance and thermal breadth, do poorly in their
ability to explain observed patterns of how organisms perform in different
thermal environments. Instead, models incorporating genetic and environmental covariance are receiving more and more attention.
Irrespective of the sire of collection in Lake Mývatn, the snails seemed to
obey general rules of thermal adaptation mentioned above, and my results
also provide evidence that models including genetic and environmental covariance are more successful in explaining observed patterns than general
optimality models. However, given the number of traits involved in thermal
adaptation it is not surprising that the picture is complex with variation in
some traits best explained by one model and variation in another trait by
another, e.g. mortality explained by optimality models and growth by cogradient variation. In addition, my results also emphasize that evolutionary
models alone are not the way towards a unifying theory of thermal adaptation as ecological aspects and thermal characteristics of the environment can
have a great impact on the resulting level of adaptation. For instance, a
cogradient pattern of growth rate appears unusual in studies of adaptation
(thermal or otherwise) as cold origin organisms released from environmental
influence often show a countergradient pattern in metabolic traits. Here, the
cogradient pattern in growth rate could potentially be explained by a combination of relaxed thermodynamic constraints, differences in the strength of
time constraints between habitats and differing predation pressure between
age groups. A reduced tolerance to high temperatures in warm origin snails
appears counterintuitive, but can putatively be explained by differences in
energetic costs and thermal characteristics between thermal environments.
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For example, warm origin snails inhabit a highly stressful environment potentially entailing increased costs of, for example, growth and parasite resistance as compared to cold and seasonal thermal environments. Given that
the warm habitats are temporally stable and highly deleterious temperatures
are never experienced, a trade-off between thermal tolerance and other fitness components may explain the low CTmax. In contrast, this trade-off may
not be manifested in cold and seasonal environments and therefore the tolerance to high temperatures remains at a relatively high level.
Additional evidence for the stressfulness of warm environments comes
from the genetic data. I found a general decrease in genetic variation with
increasing temperatures suggesting that specialized genotypes fare the best
in warm habitats. Intriguingly, seasonal origin snails appear more similar to
cold than warm origin snails in genetic profile, growth rate and maximum
thermal tolerance but not in survival and egg production suggesting that the
environment does not affect all traits equally.
As adaptation to any environment is constrained, and can be hindered by
drift and gene flow, any results and conclusions must be viewed when considering these factors. My results suggest that even a relatively low level of
gene flow can disrupt local thermal adaptation and create joint optima for a
range of traits. However, adding to the complexity is the fact that gene flow
does not seem to affect all traits equally as snails had a joint optimum for
growth rate and fecundity measures but differed in mortality and thermal
tolerance. Thus, in addition to models incorporating genetic and environmental covariance, and not forgetting the conclusions drawn from optimality
models, a joint theory of thermal adaptation should include aspects of ‘thermal ecology’ (e.g. differences in predation and parasite prevalence), geography as well as patterns and magnitude of gene flow and – of course – the
thermal characteristics of the environment. Disentangling these factors will
keep students of thermal evolution occupied for many years in the future.
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English summary

In one way or another we are all affected by temperature but ectotherms,
species relying on external heat sources, are especially sensitive. Since ectotherms make up most of earth’s fauna and global temperatures are increasing
at an exceptional rate, the importance of research on thermal adaptation in
general and on ectotherms specifically is increasing. There is abundant research on large-scale geographic patterns of thermal adaptation, but thermal
adaptation has more seldom been investigated in small-scale natural systems
incorporating gene flow, the movement of genes between habitats.
In this thesis I present a series of studies on the common pond snail (Radix balthica, Linnaeus 1758) inhabiting contrasting thermal environments in
Iceland. Experiments in papers I, III and IV have been conducted on snails
originating from Lake Mývatn. Here the groundwater emptying into the lake
passes over two distinct geothermal areas – in the south the groundwater is
heated to a temperature of ca. 6°C (‘cold’ sites) while in the northern areas
the groundwater reaches ca. 24 °C (‘warm’ sites). This creates a mosaic pattern of temporally stable thermal springs and habitats affected by seasonal
temperature variation (‘seasonal’ sites).
I investigated genetic spatial distribution patterns on both small and large
geographic scales. In paper I, I concentrated on finding genetic signatures
associated with temperature in snails sampled from contrasting thermal locations within Lake Mývatn. By dividing the genetic dataset into two parts –
one in which the genetic differences were more diverged than one would
expect by chance and one that reflects the ‘neutral’ data – I found a general
separation in genetic markers corresponding to the southern and northern
basins of Lake Mývatn and that some elements of both mitochondrial and
nuclear DNA associate with either low or high temperatures. In paper II, I
was able to decouple the effects of distance and temperature on the genetic
patterns using a more widespread sampling design including thermal sites in
southwestern Iceland as well as an exhaustive sampling within Lake Mývatn.
Besides verifying patterns observed in paper I, I was also able to distinguish
other, smaller, distinct areas beside the basins in Lake Mývatn and a more
detailed pattern of gene flow.
In paper III, I studied several aspects of R. balthica life history –
mortality, growth, age and size of maturation and number of offspring – in
relation to temperature on laboratory reared snails as well as in a field experiment conducted on wild snails. I found that variation in temperature35

mediated survival depended on thermal origin. In the common garden warm
origin snails had reduced survival at the low temperature treatment. In the
field experiment there was no difference in survival between snails of different thermal origin in the cold and seasonal environments. However, when
cold and seasonal origin snails were transplanted to the warm environment
they showed increased mortality compared to warm origin snails. Growth
rate and size at maturation are affected by temperature and have strong effect
on fitness in ectotherms. I found that warm origin snails grew faster than
cold or seasonal origin snails both in the laboratory and when transplanted in
the field. Seasonal origin snails were often able to match the performance of
warm origin snails, and there was no difference in age or size at maturity
between the two. This suggests that time constraints, i.e. a short growth season, is not an important factor in seasonal environments. Although the performance level differed, life history of snails of all thermal origins was similar in several aspects. For instance, they all had an optimum for growth at
20 °C, a larger size at maturation increased the number of offspring and a
higher rearing temperature reduced the age and size at maturation.
In paper IV I investigated the thermal preference and maximum tolerance
of snails sampled from the differing thermal environments. Since the traits
investigated in paper III appear to have different optima, it is interesting to
examine the preferred temperature as it is assumed to be related to the overall performance. In snails from Lake Mývatn the average preferred temperature did not differ between thermal origins (ca. 17 °C). However, maximum
temperature tolerance, defined as the temperature at which the snail is no
longer able to maintain its grip on a surface, differed between thermal origins. Interestingly, it was the warm origin snails that had a lower tolerance
than cold or seasonal origin snails. This was surprising as organisms from a
warm environment are expected to have higher tolerance than organisms
from colder areas. However, as warm origin snails inhabit an environment
often associated with high energetic costs, e.g. high growth rate (III) and
higher resistance to parasites, natural selection may have reduced costly
temperature tolerance in a low temperature variation habitat.
From my results it is clear that living in warm environment can be costly
and require a higher degree of specialization than if one originates from a
seasonal or cold environment. Additional evidence for this comes from the
genetic data in paper II, where I found reduced genetic variation with increasing environmental temperature. Even if genetic variation could be reduced in small populations by chance and/or if inbreeding was increased, the
most likely option is a combination of strong selection pressure and barriers
to gene flow since there was no difference in time to selfing (III) between
seasonal and warm origin snails.
At the moment there is no unifying theory of thermal adaptation and the
various patterns observed in my experiments highlight the complexity of the
problem. Two main conclusions drawn from this thesis are 1) the need for a
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holistic approach involving both ecology and evolution in models of thermal
adaptation and 2) while many aspects of thermal adaptation are likely to be
species specific, some of my findings, for example, the effect of temperature
mean over variation, are of a general nature and could be applied to a wide
range of organisms.
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Svensk sammanfattning

På ett eller annat sätt påverkas vi alla av den omgivande temperaturen men
ektotermer, arter som förlitar sig på externa värmekällor, är särkilt känsliga.
Då ektotermer utgör den största delen av jordens fauna och temperaturer
ökar globalt i en oöverträffad hastighet, ökar också vikten av forskning på
temperaturanpassning generellt och hos ektotermer i synnerhet. Det finns en
mängd forskning på storskaliga geografiska temperaturanpassningsmönster,
men mer sällan har temperaturanpassning undersökts på en liten skala i naturliga miljöer som tillåter genflöde, förflyttningen av gener mellan habitat.
I den här avhandligen presenterar jag studier gjorda på den ovala dammsnäckan (Radix balthica, Linnaeus 1758) insamlade från skiljda temperturmiljöer på Island. Experimenten i artikel I, III och IV har gjorts på
snäckor insamlade från Mývatn. I denna sjö rinner grundvattnet in från två
olika distinkta geotermiska områden – i söder hettas vattnet upp till cirka
6°C (”kall”) medan det i den norra delen värms upp till cirka 24°C (”varm”).
Detta skapar ett mosaikmönster av källor där temperaturvariationen är liten
bland miljöer påverkade av säsongsmässiga variationer (”säsong”).
Jag undersökte genetiska mönster i både liten och stor geografisk skala. I
artikel I koncentrerade jag mig på att hitta genetiska signaturer associerade
med temperatur i snäckor insamlade från geotermiska källor inom Mývatn.
Genom att dela upp datat i två delar – en där de genetiska signaturerna är
mer skiljda än vad som kan förväntas av slumpen och en del som avspeglar
det ”neutrala” datat – kunde jag särskilja en generell separation inom sjön
som korresponderar till de södra och norra delarna och att vissa delar av
både det nukleära och mitokondriella DNAt associerar till antingen låga eller
höga temperaturer. I artikel II kunde jag sära på effekterna av geografiskt
avstånd och temperatur på det genetiska datat genom en mer utbredd insamling inom Mývatn. Utöver att bekräfta mönster som observerades i artikel I, så kunde jag också urskilja andra, mindre, områden förutom de södra
och norra delarna av Mývatn samt ett mycket mer detaljerat genflödesmönster.
I artikel III studerade jag olika aspekter av livshistoria – livslängd, ålder
och storlek vid första fortplantning och antal avkommor – i relation till temperature på laboratorieuppfödda snäckor samt i ett fältexperiment med vildfödda snäckor. Jag fann att variationen i överlevnad på grund av olika temperaturer beror på ursprungsmiljöns temperatur. I experimentet i laboratoriet
hade snäckor från varma områden en reducerad överlevnad i den låga tempe38

raturbehandlingen. I fältexperimentet var det ingen skillnad i överlevnad
mellan snäckor från olika temperaturmiljöer i kalla och säsongsbehandlingarna. Men när snäckor med kallt och säsongbetonat ursprung
flyttades till den varma miljön visade de en ökad mortalitet jämfört med
snäckorna som kom från den varma miljön. Tillväxt och storlek vid första
fortplantning beror på temperatur och har stor inverkan på fitness hos
ektotermer. Jag fann att snäckor från en varm miljö tillväxer snabbare än de
andra snäckorna både i laboratoriet och i fält. Prestationen hos snäckor från
ett säsongsbetonat område kunde ofta jämföras med den hos de från varma
områden, och det var ingen skillnad i ålder eller storlek vid första fortplantning mellan dem. Detta antyder att tidsbegränsningar, d.v.s. en kort tillväxtsäsong, är inte av någon vikt i områden med säsongsvariation i temperatur.
Fastän prestationsnivån skiljde så var livshistorievariabler ofta lika mellan
snäckor från olika temperaturområden. Till exempel så hade de alla ett optimum för tillväxt vid 20 °C, en större storlek vid första fortplantning ökade
antalet avkommor och en högre temperatur vid tillväxt minskade ålder och
storlek vid första fortplantning.
I artikel IV undersökte jag temperaturpreferensen och den maximala temperaturtoleransen i snäckor från de skiljda geotermiska källorna. Då alla
livshistorieaspekter i artikel III kan ha olika optimum är det av stort intresse
att kvantifiera den föredragna temperaturen då den anses vara relaterad till
den övergripande prestationsförmågan. I snäckor från Mývatn skiljde inte
medelpreferensen sig mellan de olika temperaturursprungen (ca. 17 °C).
Dock så gjorde den maximala temperaturtoleransen, definierad som den
temperatur då snäckorna inte längre klarar av att behålla sitt grepp vid underlaget, det. Intressant nog så var det de snäckorna från varma områden
som hade den lägsta toleransen. Detta var överraskande då organismer från
en varm miljö kan förväntas ha en högre tolerans än organismer från kalla
områden. Men då dessa snäckor kommer från en miljö som ofta associeras
med högre energikostnader, t.ex. hög tillväxt (III) och högre parasitresistans,
kan selektion ha reducerat en kostsam temperaturtolerans i ett stabilt temperaturområde.
Från mina resultat så är det uppenbart att en varm miljö är kostsam och
kräver en högre grad av specialisering än om man kommer från en kall miljö
eller en med säsongsvariationer i temperatur. Ytterligare bevis för detta
kommer från det genetiska datat i artikel II, där jag fann att den genetiska
variationen reducerades med ökande habitattemperatur. Även om den genetiska variationen kan reduceras av slumpen i små populationer och/eller med
ökad inavel, så är den mest troliga förklaringen en kombination av starkt
selektionstryck på grund av temperatur och minskat genflöde eftersom det
inte var någon skillnad i tid till första fortplantning (snäckorna fick bara
klona sig; III) mellan snäckor från ett säsongsbetonat område och de från
varma områden.
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För tillfället så finns ingen övergripande teori för temperaturanpassning och
de skiljda mönstren som jag observerade i mina experiment belyser problemets komplexitet. Två huvudslutsatser från denna avhandling är: 1) att det
behövs en helhetssyn som involverar både ekologi och evolution i temperaturanpassningsmodeller och 2) att även om många aspekter av temperaturanspassning sannolikt är artspecifika så är några, till exempel att effekten av
en högre medeltemperatur är större än effekten av temperatur-variation, av
en mer generell natur och kan appliceras på många organismer.
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